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Topology Terminology
• The archetypal two jet event consists of two back-to-back jets of equal 

energy. The “foreground” of this event consists of the two jets, (or 
regions containing them) and the “background” is everything else.

• Di-Jet topology:

- Let the “lead” (highest PT) jet (or track) define ϕ = 0.

- Define a “toward” ϕ-range that includes the “lead” jet.

- Define an “away” ϕ-range with opposite to the “lead” jet, wide 
enough that it usually contains the “balance” (second highest PT) 
track-jet.

- The “foreground” is comprised of the “toward” and “away” regions.

- Define the “near” transverse region to be in the smaller angle 
between the two jets, and the “far” transverse region as its 
counterpart.

- The “background” is comprised of the two “transverse” ϕ-ranges.

- The ϕ orientation will be defined to be positive in the “near” region.

- Define the “maximum” transverse region to contain the greater 
scalar-sum of particle PT, and the “minimum” transverse region as 
its counterpart.
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The event’s primary 
vertex VP is defined to 

contain the highest 
scalar-summed track PT. 
(Usually unambiguous.)
Tracks associated with 

this vertex are 
described by 

momentum vectors 
originating from VP.

Anti-KT jets with a radius of 
0.5 are formed from the 

tracks. The jets are ordered 
by their summed constituent 

PT, {J1, J2, J3...} with the 
highest PT jet defining the 
event orientation. The jet 
definition was chosen to 
match the PT correlation 

radius in Pythia.

ϕ is defined to increase from J1 to 
J2.  The “towards” region is defined 
to be ±60° around J1. The “away” 

region is defined to be ±60° 
opposite J1. The remaining ϕ-bands 

define the “transverse” regions.  
The “transverse maximum” region 

is defined to contain the higher 
scalar-summed Pt. The region 

definitions were chosen to match 
Pythia event shapes.

J1

J3

J2

Toward

Away

Transverse
Far ~ Maximum

Transverse
Near ~ Minimum

+ϕ

J1

J3

J2

VP

T1

T2
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Pressure Axis

Let p(n) be the transverse momentum 
of the nth particle.  A pressure tensor 

(I.R. safe) is defined from the tracks by:

The eigen-axis associated with the 
highest eigen-value defines the “pressure 
axis”. The “foreground” is defined to be 

±60° from the pressure axis.

Pαβ ≡
p(n)α * p(n)β

p(n)x( )2 + p(n)y( )2n

∀

∑

Foreground

Foreground

Background
Background V1 V2

The vectors V1 and V2 (I.R. safe) are defined by 
summing over all tracks (here just 3 are shown) 

with weights of Cos(ϕ)2 and Sin(ϕ)2 where ϕ is the 
angle from the “thrust axis”. 

The ϕ orientation can then be defined so that the 
V1 angle is positive and less than π/2. 

The vector V2 provides an alternative method of 
defining the transverse maximum region.

If the track summed PT was zero the vector weights 
would be equivalent to orthogonal Fourier modes.

+ϕ

Transverse
Near

Transverse
Far

Toward

Away

Transverse
Maximum ?

Transverse
Minimum ?
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Thrust versus Pressure
• Let p(n)a denote the 2-vector of the nth particle’s momentum in the 

transverse plane.

• Let va denote the a unit 2-vector. (Either the transverse thrust 
orientation or the pressure axis.)

• The definition of thrust requires that T(v) be a global maximum.

• Defining ϕ(n) to be the angle from v to p(n) this can be expressed as:

• In contrast, the condition that va be the eigenvector associated with 
the maximum eigenvalue of the pressure tensor is the condition that P
(v) is a global maximum.

• The component of V2 that is orthogonal to the thrust axis is the 
analogue of the “thrust-minor”.

• The advantage of working with pressure is that it’s much easier to 
compute! (It’s just a variant of the “circularity”.)

• The P, Vn definitions can be extended naturally to three dimensions.

T (v) = p(n)a v
a

n

∀

∑

T (v) = p(n) * Cos φ(n)( )
n

∀

∑

P(v) = Pabv
avb = p(n) *Cos φ(n)( )2

n

∀

∑
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Additional Methods
• The pieces of the transverse region can be distinguished.

• Min/Max : Based on summed pT content → adds sensitivity to the 
size of uncorrelated fluctuations in the transverse regions.

• Near/Far : Based on the angle between leading jet and sub-
leading jet → sensitive to the presence of a third jet balanced 
against the two primary jets.

• When there is a large η gap between leading and sub-leading jets a 
ring defined by an interval in η between the jets can be used to 
characterize the underlying event.

• The Fourier transform of the pT (or number) density with respect to ϕ 
yields coefficients that are sensitive to the underlying event and to the 
appearance of third (and higher) jets.

• The energy density in jets can be used to assign jets to the 
foreground or background of an event.

• For each event a distribution of jet energies is built, and then 
partitioned based on some criteria.

• This makes it possible to study the underlying event in multi-jet 
events. (But the jet selection criteria could bias the results.)
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Data-Derived
Migration Inversion
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Data-Derived?
• The Situation: Inefficiencies in the reconstruction of Tracks from 

Charged Primary Stable (CPS) Particles.

- Trivial: Minimum Bias spectrum of track pT and η number density.

- Single: Event coordinates and energy scale taken from the highest pT 
track might not correspond the highest pT CPS particle, yielding 
reorientation and migration to a lower pT scale.

- Multiple: When the abscissa is the number of CPS particles, the absence 
of any particle causes migration to lower CPS counts.

- Derived: Characterizations of events (e.g. including coverage by jets) 
can change due to the absence of CPS particles.

• The Problem: The detector’s response to generated events is 
simulated, yielding a migration matrix.

- If the generated events have the wrong distribution of particles then 
inversion (Bayesian or Regularized) of the migration matrix will yield 
biased results.

- Bin by bin unfolding has the additional assumption that the bin contents 
are proportional. (Good for plateaus of unknown height.)

- When measuring mean pT versus track number the reconstruction 
efficiency depends on pT, but the generated pT spectrum was wrong.
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Data-Derived?
• One Solution: Try to unfold the distributions on which the efficiency 

depends while also unfolding the migration that causes distributions 
from different classes of events to be mixed in the measured 
distributions.

• Data-Derived: Failure to reconstruct CPS particles is random, so each 
reconstructed event contributes to the estimated fraction of events in 
which additional CPS particles were not reconstructed.

- Trivial: No migration occurs! Track & event weights are sufficient.

- Single: The probability to successfully reconstruct a single CPS particle 
is reasonably high.

- Multiple: The probability to successfully reconstruct all CPS particles in a 
collection is low.

- Derived: The inverted migration of the event characteristic has to be 
derived first. Then it can be used to correct data.

Migration Convergence Unfolding

Non-local Rapid In-Situ

Migration Convergence Unfolding

Local (Low-Pass Filter) Very Slow In-Situ

Migration Convergence Unfolding

Local? Rapid? Derived then Applied
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• Capital letters are used to define quantities derived from non-
normalized distributions. (For example M2x or C2x.)

• Lower case letters are used to define quantities derived from 
normalized distributions. (For example m0x is the fraction of events of 
type x. and c2x(y) is the (co)variance of y for events of type x.)

• Over-bars denote measured & non-corrected quantities. (For 
example,     is the measure mean.)

• Over-hats denote measured & corrected quantities. (For example,     
is the estimated mean after migration inversion.)

• Over-tildes denote associated quantities that are not estimates. (In 
particular      denotes a normalization after inversion, but not an 
estimated number of events.)

• [n] as an argument expression specifies an instance for a track.

• E denotes an efficiency. 0 << F < 1. And F the fake probability.

• r(F) denotes the “raising operator” updating a distribution by the 
probability to find an additional particle.

• m denotes a migration matrix. (m(E) denotes the migration in the 
idealized case of a constant efficiency.)

Notation...

 c1

  c1

  M
0
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• In general we are working with 2-dimensional distributions P(x,y) 
normalized to the number of events in a sample.

• x is the event scale. (e.g. leading track pT)

• y is some characteristic. (e.g. scalar-summed track PT)

• Define the additive 1-dimensional moment curves MN(x) by filling each 
bin weighted by yN.

• We are interested in the mean & standard deviation profiles...

• We need additive quantities: M0, M1, M2, M3, M4.

• M0 is simply the count of events with a given X (event scale), but 
weighted when samples are combined.

• For the statistical errors one also needs a non-weighted count of 
events X0, and non-migrated moments Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, the sum 
of squared event weights Z2, and the migration matrix m derived 
from the sample.

 
MN x( ) = S x,y( ) * yN

Y

∀

∫

Definitions...
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• The fundamental assumption for the exact inversion methods is that 
there is no correlation between the reconstruction success of separate 
charged tracks.

• The measurement of events in which a given number of tracks (or 
leading track pT) are found implies a truth-level contribution to 
measured subordinate events (events with fewer tracks or lower 
leading pT) due to reconstruction failures.

• The possibility that given measured event was itself subject to a 
reconstruction failure is accounted for by corrections implied by 
events with a greater number of tracks (or higher leading track pT).

• A measured event e1 is assigned a weight W1 > 1 (to account for 
the instances where the reconstruction failed) that increases the 
normalization M0 but does not alter X0.

• M0 for once-subordinate events due to missing one track is 
reduced by adding a contribution with a weight W2 < 0.

• M0 for twice-subordinate events is increased by a contribution with 
a weight W3 > 0, because of the reduction in subtractions from 
once-subordinate events.

• Continuing this process defines the migration inversion for M0!

Heuristic Description
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Leading Track:
Migration Inversion
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• The efficiency for the reconstruction of the leading charged particle is 
E1, so the probability to miss the leading particle is 1-E1.

• Likewise, the efficiency for the reconstruction of the n particle (in 
order of descending pT) is En.

• Left & Right, Black: True Distribution of track density.

• Left, Red: Measured Distribution of track density.

• Right, Green: Measured & Corrected for individual efficiency.

• The transverse region remains high, and the towards & away regions 
remain low, due to event reorientation.

Leading Track
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• The measured event e1 is assigned a weight WX1 = 1/E1, to account 
for the known fraction of events in which the leading track t1 was 
missed.

• A second event e2 is defined by removing the leading track... which 
has the effect of reorienting the event so that the sub-leading track t2 
defines the ϕ coordinate origin.

• The derived event e2 is assigned a weight (1-1/E1) to compensate 
for the weight added to e1, and this is multiplied by 1/E2, which is 
the probability to have reconstructed t2. Thus W2 = (1-1/F1)/E2.

• In general the weight assigned to en derived version of the event is:

• In the case where there no candidate leading tracks E=1, since there 
is no possibility for a further reconstruction failure.

• Tracks tn (other than the leading track) are individually weighted by:

• wn = 1/En

• The weighted sum over all event derivations, averaged over all 
measured events, will converge to the True Distribution.

Leading Track

 
Wn = 1

En

* 1- 1
Em

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟m

{1,...,n-1}

∏
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
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• A proof that this correction converges in the limit of infinite statistics 
begins by defining the N dimensional distribution of detector ϕ for 
each possible number of particles N.

• The N particle distribution yield measured distributions for N or fewer 
tracks, weighted by En if tn is included, and by (1-En) if tn is absent.

• The relative ϕ positions are then redefined relative to the remaining 
dominant track... which is effectively a convolution.

• This process defines the migration.

• In the limit of infinite statistics the migrated N dimensional distributions 
are known...

• Applying the migration inversion algorithm to the measured functions  
the true distribution will be recovered.

Leading Track
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• Above: The Corrected Distribution (in the case of an infinite sample) 
subtracted from the True Distribution is shown.

• This calculation was made working with a four charged particle event 
distribution only.

• The migration yielded a set of convoluted distributions for 4 & fewer 
reconstructed tracks.

• The migration inversion applied to all of these distributions yielded the 
Corrected Distribution, which matches the True Distribution within the 
precision used for the calculation.

Leading Track
�3 �2 �1 1 2 3

�3.�10�16

�2.5�10�16

�2.�10�16

�1.5�10�16

�1.�10�16

�5.�10�17
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Track Number:
Migration Inversion
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• Left Black: True Distribution of track numbers in a Sample of 100000.

• Left, Red: Measured Distribution of track numbers

• Left, Blue: Measured & Corrected by Migration Inversion.

• Right: True - Corrected.

• The Exact True Distribution is a Poisson distribution with a mean of 5.

• The efficiency for particle finding was assumed to be E = 0.8.

• The oscillation is a consequence of any non-regularized inversion.

• Regularization & results for smaller samples are in later slides...

Track Number
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• First: consider the exact migration description...

• For each event, begin with a state of zero particles s0.

• Each particle tn increases the state (particle number) with a probability 
En, and leaves the state unchanged with a probability (1-En).

• This process defines a linear “raising” operation of the state r(En).

• r(Em) commutes with r(En), so the action order does not matter.

• For an event with N particles with efficiencies En the exact contribution 
to the measured distribution is:

• Averaging all event types e(N) yields the exact measured distribution.

Track Number

  

r E( ) =

  0
1- E E

1- E E
0 1- E

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

  

s e N( )( ) = r En( )
n

{1,...,N}

∏⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⋅

0
1

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
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• Now: the migration inversion can be defined...

• In the case of a constant efficiency En = E, the exact migration matrix 
m(E) can be defined to have as its N column r(E)N⋅s0, which is zero 
above the diagonal when it is assumed that the fake rate is zero.

• The matrix m(E) can be inverted, yielding a matrix m(E)-1 that is again 
entirely zero above the diagonal.

• An intuitive definition of m(E)-1 is that the events in which a particle tn 
is included should have a weight factor 1/En, in order to account for 
the fraction of events in which the particle was missed. The number of 
events without this particle are therefore reduced by the addition of 
(1-1/En) < 0.

• In the case where all of the particle efficiencies are equal a factor of N 
choose n counts the ways in which n particles could be reconstructed.

Track Number

 

m E( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦N

n =
0 :n > N

N
n

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

* (1- E)N-n *En :n ≤N

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪
⎪

 
m E( )-1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦N

n
= m 1

E
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥N

n
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• Let Pn be the true probability distribution,      the measured 
distribution, and      the corrected distribution...

• In the limit of infinite statistics the inversion is exact.

  

Pm = Pn * r E( )n⎡⎣ ⎤⎦m

0

n

{0,...∞}

∑

Pk = Pm * r E-1( )m⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦k

0

m

{0,...∞}

∑

= Pn * n!
n - m( )! * m!

* (1- E)n-m *Em⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟n

{m,...∞}

∑
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
* m!

m - k( )! * k!
* 1- E-1( )m-k

*E-k⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟m

{k,...∞}

∑

= 1
k!

E -1( )-k * Pn * n!
n - m( )! * m - k( )! * (1- E)n * -1( )m⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟n

{m,...∞}

∑
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟m

{k,...∞}

∑
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

= 1
k!

E -1( )-k * Pn * n! * (1- E)n *
-1( )m

n - m( )! * m - k( )!
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟m

{k,...,n}

∑
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

n

{k,...∞}

∑
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

= 1
k!

E -1( )-k * Pn * n! * (1- E)n * Ik
n

n

{k,...∞}

∑⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= Pk

Track Number
 Pn

  Pn
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1. The exact measured distribution is defined...

2. The corrected measured distribution is defined...

3. The expressions for the r(E)n operators are substituted in. Because of 
the form of the migration matrices the sums have lower bounds.

4. The k dependent terms are factored out, and the summands are 
combined.

5. Assuming that Pn is “well behaved” the summations can be swapped.

• The inner summation is now finite.

• The n dependent terms are factored out.

6. The m summation yields an identity operator.

• If j=n-k is even the terms below j/2 are the negative of the terms 
above j/2.

• If j=n-k is odd, the same argument applies to the differences 
between successive terms.

7. Since k = n, the factors cancel, leaving the true distribution.

Track Number
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• Sample size: {Left, Center, Right} = {100, 1000, 10000}

• Top Black: True distribution

• Top Red: Measured distribution

• Top Blue: Measured distribution Corrected by Migration Inversion

• Bottom: Difference between Corrected & True

Track Number
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Track Number:
Migration Inversion
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• In an event with N reconstructed tracks, each with a different pT and a 
different efficiency F(pT)...

• There are 2N derived events that are defined by all combinations of 
missed tracks.

• Each derived event has a different weight, and each has a different 
mean track pT.

• All event combinations can be accounted for with N raising 
operations.

• For a derived event with N-n tracks, there will be N choose n 
derived events.

• The pT sum from each event is divided by N-n, so one only needs 
the weight sum of pT sums for each number of tracks.

• Applying the raising operator r(1/E) for one track to all derived 
event versions contributing to the N-n track bin yields two results:

• No additional track, so all contributions are weighted by (1-1/E).

• Each derived event has the track pT added and receives a 
weight of 1/E. The weighted total pT is the track pT multiplied by 
the total weight, with the resulting sum multiplied by 1/E.

Mean Track pT
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• In order to invert the action of migration on the mean track pT as a 
function of track number it is necessary to accumulate two 
distributions:

• The track pT, summed over all tracks and all derived events with 
the same number of tracks.

• The weight, summed over all derived events with the same 
number of tracks.

• After raising has been carried out for all tracks, each weighted pT sum 
is divided by the number of tracks, yielding distribution that is the 
weighted sum over the mean track pT of all derived events.

Mean Track pT

1*0 (1-E-1[1])*0

E-1[1]*pT[1]

(1-E-1[1])*(1-E-1[2])*0

E-1[1]*(1-E-1[2])*pT[1]
+(1-E-1[2])*E-1[2]*pT[2]

(1-E-1[1])*(1-E-1[2])*(1-E-1[3])*0

E-1[1]*(1-E-1[2])*(1-E-1[3])*pT[1]+(1-E-1[2])*E-1[2]*(1-E-1[3])*pT[2]
+(1-E-1[1])*(1-E-1[2])*E-1[3]*pT[3]

E-1[1]*E-1[2]*(pT[1]+pT[2]) E-1[1]*E-1[2]*(1-E-1[3])*(pT[1]+pT[2])
+E-1[1]*(1-E-1[2])*E-1[3]*(pT[1]+pT[3])+(1-E-1[2])*E-1[2]*E-1[3]*(pT[2]+pT[3])

E-1[1]*E-1[2]*E-1[3]*(pT[1]+pT[2] +pT[3])
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1. Initially there are no tracks, so the derived event weight is 1 and the 
total pT is 0.

2. Raising by one track yields two derived events.

3. Raising by a second track yields two derived events from each of the 
previous two.

• Two of the four events have the same number of tracks (1) so their 
weighted pT sums are added.

4. Raising by a third track again yields two derived events from each of 
the previous three.

• In the case of the one track events, if the third particle is found the 
weighted sum of momenta is increased by:

• ...and the total is multiplied by E-1[3].

• If the third particle is not found then the weighted sum is simply 
multiplied by (1-E-1[3]).

5. This raising & summation is repeated for each track. It requires only 
that the weight sum and weighted pT sum be recorded for each 
number of tracks in the event.

Mean Track pT

 
E-1 1[ ] * 1- E-1 2[ ]( )+ 1- E-1 1[ ]( ) *E-1 2[ ]( ) * pT 3[ ]
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1. Define Toy Monte Carlo

1.1. Define a pT dependent efficiency.

1.2. Define a CPS particle spectra.

1.3. Define number dependent pT spectra.

2. Generate Events

2.1. Generate a vector of pT of CPS Particles.

2.2. Get Tracks by removing particles based on the efficiency.

Analysis Outline
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3. Code: For each event, carry out the migration 
inversion:

3.1. RecoParts is a vector of the pT of reconstructed 
tracks.

3.2. Define vector Weights and Sums. In the flow 
graph these are the sum over E[n]-1 and (1-E
[n]-1) terms, and the complete sums including 
the pT[n] terms, respectively.

3.3. Loop: Beginning with a zero track event apply 
raising operations.

3.3.3.Loop: Act on the vectors Sums and 
Weights to yield vectors NextSums and 
NextWeights.

3.4. Loop: Fill      and      additive histograms by 
looping over all entries in Sums and Weights.

4. Derive the normalized      profile. (The histograms 
needed for statistical uncertainty are not shown in 
this code.)

Analysis Outline

Mathematica Code

  M
0

  M
1

  m
1
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• Sample size: {Left, Center, Right} = {10,000, 1,000,000}

• Top Black: True distribution

• Top Red: Measured distribution

• Top Blue: Measured distribution Corrected by Migration Inversion

• IMPORTANT: In order to provide a realistic scenario:

• A low efficiency was chosen. Exponential rise at a rate of 3 (units 
pT)  to a maximum of 4/5.

• An exponentially falling probability of event multiplicity with a mean 
of 5.

• Convergence is very slow at high multiplicity.

Mean pT vs. Number
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★ Exact Inversion is recommended for the Underlying Event delta-phi 
profiles.

- Only the leading track migration needs to be inverted. Avoids trying to 
simultaneously find the real (in data) relative angles between successive 
tracks, and their respective pT.

➡ Bad: In-situ methods change the computation complexity per event 
from the number of tracks N to N^2.

➡ Good: In-situ methods can work for many histograms simultaneously!

• When the migration is expected to strongly dependence on the track 
pT and η distributions, this method is recommended if there are 
sufficiency statistics for the relevant multiplicities.

• The alternative is alternating Bayesian inversions of the combined pT 
and η distribution and successive re-derivations of the migration 
matrix.

★ Event characteristics that depend linearly on tracks can receive the 
same treatment!

- Yes: The pressure tensor is a sum over individual track tensors.

- No: Thrust & Jet clustering do not depend linearly on track presence.

Conclusions
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• The M0 distribution counts the corrected number of instances of 
events with a characteristic x in the sample. If this distribution is 
corrected using the migration inversion the results may be negative!

• For all Mn with n > 0 a Gaussian distribution in y, Pn(y) is assumed.

• For M0x a Poisson distribution Nx(M0,px*S) describes (by definition) 
the exact distributions of the true number of events in M0x.

• The parameter px is the event probability and S is the sample size.

• The migration matrix m(F) is applied to the event probability 
distribution, yielding     , which is the probability for the measurement 
of an event with a characteristic index x.

• Given a measurement of      events in a sample of S, the distribution 
implied for the value of     is likewise Poisson.

• The migration inversion is applied to the results of the measurement, 
which yields a distribution      that is NOT an estimate of M0.

• Consider the distribution Px(y) where y is the scalar-summed pT 
density. If      is negative in a given bin x, the same may be true of      
so the estimated mean value                     will still be positive. 
However, it IS now possible to have a negative estimated mean.

Migration of Events
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• In order to estimate M0 it is necessary to refer to Bayes’ theorem, 
which defines an exchange of clauses in a conditional probability 
distribution.

• Each true event type (charged particle number) is the Cause Cx of 
some reconstructed Effect (the number of tracks) Ey, for which 
there is a conditional distribution P(Ey|Cx).

• The conditional distribution P(Cx|Ey) is in an estimated migration 
inversion, so that if      events of type y of measured (the Effect), the 
implied number of events of type x (the Cause) is:

• Furthermore, the probability of a Cause can be estimated using the 
number of occurrences of the Cause in the sample.

Migration of Events
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• Suppose that the distribution of effects given each cause P(Ex|Cy) is 
known...

• The goal is to identify a distribution of causes (the of the true event 
types) that be most likely to yield the sample of effects (the measured 
event types).

• Notice that the goal is NOT to identify the exact distribution of 
causes. In the case of a small sample, the distribution of causes 
will not be well matched to the exact distribution from which they 
were drawn.

• The equations defining a self consistent estimated distribution of 
causes can be solved by defining an iteration after the data is 
collected that will converge on a corrected distribution.

• To begin, the distribution of causes P(Cx) will be estimated from 
the uncorrected number of events.

• This initial estimate of                is used in Baye’s theorem to 
provide an initial estimate of                     .

Migration of Events
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• Ideally, the conditional probability P(Ex|Cy) would be known in 
advance. However, in the case of charged particle numbers, what is 
known in advance is r(F(pT)) where the reconstruction efficiency is 
dependent (at least) on the particle transverse momentum.

• Knowledge of the exact conditional probability P(Ex|Cy) would 
require knowledge of the average efficiency for each Cause y.

• In the simple cases considered here what is required is the 
mean value E(pT)x.

• An estimate            can be made using             which is defined 
using migration inversion.

• The goal of the Bayesian inversion is to estimate the sample of 
causes, so when the iterative procedure has converged the unfolding 
matrix will NOT be the migration inverse.

• The estimated distribution of causes                  is positive, but is 
not restricted to integer values. Since any initial guess is 
acceptable the effect can be used as a first guess for the cause.

• As the sample N→∞ the sample distribution will converge on the 
exact distribution, and so the unfolding matrix will converge on the 
inverse of the exact migration matrix.

Migration of Events
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• The measured number of events of a given type in a finite sample 
have (by definition) a Binomial distribution that is approximated by a 
Poisson distribution parameterized by the estimated sample fraction.

• The covariance c2 of the estimated sample fraction between event 
characteristics x and y is simply...

• The variance on the estimated true (Cause) sample size is simply the 
variance on the estimated sample fraction multiplied by the estimated 
sample size.

• The measured mean and variance are both estimated by the 
measured (Effect) sample size divided by the estimated true total 
sample.

Migration Uncertainty
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• Two approaches have been considered for unfolding the measured 
distribution of the number of tracks.

• The Migration inversion, which yields     .

• The Bayesian inversion, which yields     .

• The Bayesian inversion is carried out at the end of the analysis, and 
yields a migration matrix that can be applied to all Yn.

• The Bayesian distribution      is also always positive.

• The Bayesian inversion requires prior knowledge of the mean 
efficiency P(Em|Cn), while the exact inversion does not.

• The intended result of the analysis is (from one perspective) a profile 
of mean values and errors to which a Monte Carlo prediction can be 
compared.

• A negative value of      with (necessarily) large errors simply 
asserts a preference that events of characteristic x occur less 
frequently in the physical distribution covering the whole range of 
event characteristics.

• If instead the intended result was the probability of events of 
characteristic x alone, the Bayesian result      is preferable.

Comparison...
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• In the case of a constant probability F for a fake particle to appear in 
the reconstruct, the probability to add N fakes particles is (1-F)*FN.

• This is expressed by applying an infinite series of raising operators 
r(F) which commute with the particle reconstruction raising 
operators r(E).

• If the information about reconstructed fakes is presented in this way, 
then each event with N tracks implies that some fraction of events 
with each higher number of tracks were found due to the presence of 
fakes.

• The correction is carried out by applying an infinite series of 
operators r(1/F). (This can be truncated since the weight |W|→0.)

• If the information about reconstructed fake particles is presented as a 
probability for a given particle to be fake, then an event in which N 
particles are reconstructed should be considered as a distribution over 
events with N or fewer true particles.

• As with the migration to from true to reconstructed events, the 
migration implied by fakes is generated by N raising operators r(F).

• The efficiency weighting (using r(1/E)) is now applied to each 
version of the event derived using r(F). (NO commutation.)

Fakes
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• The “zero bin” contains events for which there is no prior exclusion 
(such as vertex reconstruction failure) but which nevertheless cannot 
be assigned a definite event characteristic (as in the case of an event 
with no candidate leading track). 

• In the cases considered here, there is never any migration out of the 
zero bin. Consequently, when exact migration inversion is applied, 
events measured in the zero bin are not distributed over other bins.

• Migration into the zero bin is inverted implicitly since the total of 
the weights outside of the zero bin need not equal 1.

• However, migration into the zero bin alters the normalization of      
which introduces an additional uncertainty in the cumulants    .

• In the case of Bayesian inversion the sample fraction can be 
redefined as the fraction outside of the zero bin. Thus, the zero bin is 
accounted for by an additional efficiency factor FZ.

• Efficiencies in general are accounted for by allowing the sum of P(Ex|
Cy) over all Effects to be some number E(Cy) characterizing the 
efficiency for the y Cause.

• This efficiency is taken into account by dividing the Bayesian 
migration matrix [m-1]xy from an Effect x to a Cause by FV*FZ.

Zero Bin.

 M
0

 cn
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• The tracking efficiency migration has the effect of spreading each 
event type over a range of adjacent bins.

• The result is that any structure that varies significantly between 
adjacent event types will be suppressed by the migration.

• Consequently, when the migration is inverted the short-range variation 
between adjacent event types is much less constrained.

• The eigenstates of the migration matrix that are similar to the high 
frequency Fourier modes will (in the case of efficiency migration) 
have very small eigenvalues, so an error in a high frequency mode 
will be exaggerated by the migration inversion.

• Because the uncertainties are displayed with respect to the event 
characteristic basis, the fact that higher frequency oscillations are 
essentially unconstrained is not apparent.

• Since the migration matrix is known, it is possible to identify the 
eigenvectors with respect to the event characteristic index and then 
regularize the migration.

Regularization?
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• In the case of the migrations (orientation, pT, track number) due to 
tracking efficiency the unconstrained eigenstates are necessarily 
related to high frequency modes.

• A low-pass frequency filter could be applied to the corrected 
distributions.

• This option can also be directly applied to generated truth results, 
facilitating comparison.

• Any sharp peaks in the distribution will necessarily be less well 
defined after the filter is applied.

• If this is done the statistical uncertainty that is estimated for each bin 
individually will necessarily be reduced.

• The reduction is carried out by expressing the filter operator in the 
basis of measured states.

• This operator is then applied to the cofactor matrix that is used to 
relate the uncertainties in Yn to the uncertainties in Mn.

• Low-pass filtering is closely related to the merging of adjacent bins, 
which may also provide a means of suppressing fluctuations in 
regions of a distribution where there are low statistics.

Filtering
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• In addition to the event weights assigned by migration there are 
additional weights to account for the preselection efficiencies. For 
example, the efficiency for the successful reconstruction of a primary 
vertex depends on the number of reconstructed tracks    .

★ This efficiency           is accounted for by introducing a factor              
W                   in the weight that is applied when filling the M0 
histogram.

• The reason that this must be taken into account in the event migration 
is that if a measured event of the type e1 were reconstructed as some 
derived event en, it would be assigned a weight factor              .

• If instead the efficiency were quoted as a function of the true number 
of charged particles (not sensible in the case of vertex reconstruction) 
this correction method would need to be modified accordingly.

• The event weights are also applied to the non-migrated moments Yn. 
The reason for this is that event weights such as           rescale the 
moments, and consequently the uncertainties on those moments 
which are used to determine the uncertainties on the migrated 
quantities Mn.

Reconstruction Weights.
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• There are also weights that may be associated with generated events. 
For example, suppose that the axial distribution of the primary vertex 
is not known in advance, in which case events will be simulated with a 
wider distribution than is expected. When the distribution has been 
measured in data the events will be assigned weights so that the 
weighted axial distribution is correct.

★ This weight WV is account for by weighting the accumulation of events 
in both X0 and MN by WV.

• However, suppose that there is a bin x in which 0 < X0x < 1. There is 
enough information in this bin to calculate a mean value c1x, but when 
the uncertainty on this value is calculated the denominator will be 
given by             which is imaginary!

• This is actually a meaningful (not useful) result. Suppose hat a 
distribution is convolved with a gaussian of width v2. An inverse of 
the convolution operator can be defined for distributions that were 
actually convolved with the gaussian. However, if the operator is 
applied to a gaussian distribution that is narrower than v2 the result 
will be a divergent function with the form of a gaussian... in effect a 
gaussian with an imaginary width.

• The event weight WV is an example of such an inverse operator.

Generation Weights.

 X0
x -1
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• A related situation can arise when the event generation yields 
weighted events WG, with negative weights occurring in some regions 
of phase space. In this case it is possible for events of a given type x 
in a sample to have X0x < 0.

• Conceptually, the problem is that an event that is assigned a negative 
weight is only intended to subtract information of a certain type. The 
negatively weighted event itself might be unrelated to the 
characteristics of the events of type x that physically occur.

• If there is no prior knowledge of the distribution of the weights then it 
is only possible to derive      which is sufficient for fitting a physical 
distribution, but does not provide a probability estimate.

• In order to derive      the moments WN of assigned weights can be 
considered as functions of the event type x. In this case the measured 
mean value of the weight defines the probability fitting parameter.

• Likewise, the measured second cumulant of the distribution of W 
provides the uncertainty on the probability fitting parameter.

Generation Weights.
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• Consider the exact (gaussian) distribution          of some measured 
value    from which a sample is taken for each event type x.

• Before applying the migration unfolding, the sampling of y at different 
values of x is completely independent.

• After applying the migration the statistical errors in the corrected 
distribution will be correlated.

Migration Uncertainty
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• The goal of the derivation is to identify the statistical uncertainty of 
individual bins, after the migration inversion m-1 changes the basis.

1. The corrected additive distribution     is defined by applying the 
migration inversion m-1.

2. The inverse second cumulant      , which includes all correlations, is 
simply defined by applying the change of basis due to migration.

• The statistical uncertainty migration inversion can be ignored, 
since mean values are not the subject of this calculation.

3. The uncertainty of one corrected quantity     is defined by integrating 
over all over correlated distributions. The resulting width         is found 
in the case where gaussian distributions are assumed...

• The Inverse of the sub-matrix (when the index range is from 1 to 
N-1) of the covariance matrix determines contribution of statistical 
uncertainties at {α,β} ≠ N to the uncertainty of N considered alone.

4. The statistical fluctuations of the corrected distributions will now have 
a fluctuation correlation length due to the migration inversion.

• The gaussian distribution of individual fluctuations still pertains.

5. The full range covered by measurements defines {1,...,N}.

Migration Uncertainty
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